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STUDY ASSIGNMENT 
This booklet contains two examinations for the six lessons
entitled Logic Circuits. This ma terial is intended to provide
the lastest training sought by industry. Here you will learn
how logic capability is achieved (with major emphasis on
solid-state logic techniques), understand the vari ous logic
families, and be familiar with applications of logic circuits. 

Before indicating your answers for examination 2709A2, be
sure to study the three lessons, serial numbers B0801,
B0802, and B0803. Examination 2709B requires the study
oflessons B0804, B0805, and B0806. 

LESSON OBJECTIVES 
Listed below are the objectives that you should attain upon
completing the study of the specific lesson in this assignment
series on Logic Circuits. 

Logic Circuit Fundamentals (80801) 
• Explain the principles of logic according to Aristotle and

Bode; describe logic in electronic systems using correct
vocabulary; describe the binary approach to electronic
logic, how gates express logic, electronic logic systems 

Logic Circuits 
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• Describe the symbology of logic expressing logic concepts
and principles; discuss practical uses for logic concepts,
symbols of logic gates, concepts of logic circuitry; explain
how to read logic circuitry diagrams and how to apply
them to real circuitry 

• Describe logic devices in industry including kinds of
devices that put logic concepts into operation, devices for
combinational logic circuitry, devices for sequential logic
circuitry and families of logic devices 

• Review the fundamentals that apply to logic systems,
including diode hookups that perform logic functions,
bipolar transistor logic, MOS transistor logic, open-col-
lector logic circuits, saturated and nonsaturated logic
operation and ECL circuit concepts 

• Explain how to relate logic symbols to discrete circuitry,
relate logic functions to monolithic logic devices and
interconnect logic components and devices; describe
logic circuit functions 

Introduction to Number Systems
(80802) 

• Discuss what a number system is; define numbering;
explain why there is more than one system; describe
applications for numbering concepts, number systems
common to electronics, how number systems are put to
work, concept of a number ing base and principles of
positional value 

• Describe numbering including decimal and the base 10,
how it came about and why it’s practical, how decimal
numbering applies to metrics, how base-10 numbering
works, positional values in base-10 numbering, and
manipulating base-10 numbers 

• Describe binary numbering including binary and the
base 2, how binary numbering came about, what binary
numbers are used for, how binary numbering applies to
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logic systems, how base-2 numbering works, positional
values in base-2 numbering, and manipulating base-2
numbers 

• Describe octal numbering including octal and the base 8,
how octal numbering came about, what octal numbers
are used for, what is meant by split octal, how octal
numbering applies to industrial systems, how base-8
numbering works, positional values in base-8 numbering
and manipulating base-8 numbers 

• Describe hexadecimal numbering including hexadecimal
and the base 16, how hexa decimal numbering came into
existence, what hex numbers are used for, notation con-
ventions for hexadecimal numbers, how base-16
numbering works, positional values in base-16 numbers,
manipulating base-16 numbers 

Logic Devices and Diagrams (60803) 
• Describe AND gates: What AND does, construction of an

AND gate, truth tables for AND devices and typical appli-
cations; show an understanding of diagrams using
various AND devices 

• Describe NAND gates: What NAND does, construction of
a NAND gate, truth tables for NAND devices and typical
applications; show an understanding of diagrams using
NAND devices 

• Describe OR gates: What OR does, construction of an OR
gate, truth tables for OR devices and typical applications;
show an understanding of diagrams using OR devices 

• Describe NOR gates: What NOR does, construction of a
NOR gate, truth tables for NOR devices, and typical
applications; show an understanding of diagrams using
NOR devices 

• Describe XOR gates: What XOR (EOR) does, construction
of an XOR gate, truth tables for XOR devices and typical
applications; show an understanding of diagrams using
XOR devices 
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• Describe XNOR gates: What XNOR does, construction of
an XNOR gate, truth tables for XNOR devices and typical
applications; show an understanding of diagrams using
XNOR devices 

Logic Families (B0804) 
• Describe the packaging of logic devices including

nomenc!ature and package charac teristics and specs;
show an understanding of SSI (small scale integration),
MSI (medium-scale integration), LSI (large-scale integra-
tion) and VLSI (very large-scale integration) 

• Explain specification sheets for logic devices: gymbols for
gates and other logic devices, pinout diagrams-partial
and complete-interpreting operation speed of logic
devices, propagation delay, logic device fanout, input
loading characteristics and noise figure · 

• Describe RTL (resistor-transistor logic): How RTL is con-
structed, relevant specifica tions, typical applications, and
diagrams 

• Describe DTL (diode-transistor logic): How DTL is con-
structed, relevant specifications, typical applications, and
diagrams 

• Describe TTL (transistor-transistor logic)—T2L: How TTL
is constructed, relevant specifications, typical applica-
tions, and diagrams 

• Describe CMOS, NMOS, PMOS, and HMOS logic: How
MOS (metal-oxide silicon) devices are constructed, rele-
vant specifications, typical applications, and diagrams 

• Describe I2L: How I2L devices are constructed, relevant
specifications, typical applications, and diagrams 

• ECL (emitter-coupled logic): How ECL devices are con-
structed, relevant specifica tions, typical applications, and
diagrams 

• Describe other logic families: How they are constructed,
relevant specifications, typical applications, and diagrams 
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Applications of Logic Circuits (80805) 
• Describe sequential logic devices: How flip-flops operate,

how R-S (set-reset) flip flops are made, how D-T (data-
type) flip-flops are made, truth tables for R-S and D-T
flip-flops, and applications 

• Describe advanced sequential logic: What’s inside a J-K
(master-slave) flip-flop, how a J-K operates, J-K truth
table, and recent solid-state indicators 

• Describe display devices for logic systems: light-emitting
diodes, seven-segment LEDs, and more recent logic
 indicators 

• Explain simple logic circuits including divider networks,
binary ladder, and magnitude comparator 

• Explain gates in logic circuits; understand simple binary
decoding, figure out combinational arrangements; under-
stand Boolean combination techniques and three state
buffers/drivers 

• List applications for sequential logic: latching and binary
storage, resistors, shift registers, binary multipliers, rip-
ple counters, waveform timing in counters, half-and full
adders, decoder techniques, multiplexers and
parallel/serial converters 

• Understand ALU (arithmetic-logic unit); show how to
add, subtract, multiply and divide; explain the relation-
ship of ALU in digital computers 

Troubleshooting Logic Circuits (80806) 
• Identify what to test in logic circuitry: Source voltage

 levels for TTL, CMOS, ECL; purity of d-c voltages; foil
runs; system grounds; steady-state logic values; timed
logic streams 
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• Identify the instruments for testing logic circuitry: DMM
(digital multimeter) require ments; simple LED (light-emit-
ting diode) logic indicators; logic probes, with pulse
latches; logic injector; triggered oscilloscope specifica-
tions 

• Describe the techniques for logic circuit testing includ-
ing: precautions with instrument connections; DMM
measurement techniques; connecting and using a logic
probe for steady-state logic tracing, pulse streams and
trap glitch pulses; where and when to use a logic pulser;
measuring logic high-time and low-time; timing of clock
signals; verifying system grounds; and bus.analysis 

• Describe the technique for replacing logic devices includ-
ing MOS-device precautions, selecting the right
replacement, speed in logic devices, demounting logic
components and remounting logic components 
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1. Which one of the following symbols represents a NOT circuit? 

A. C.

B. d.

2. The arithmetic expressions 5 � 104 is equivalent to 

A. 5000. C. 50 � 103.

B. 500,000. d. 4 � 105.

3. In Karnaugh mapping, a loop value is 

A. the number of minterms enclosed by the loop. 

B. a loop pattern for each square. 

C. a binary pattern for each square of the Karnaugh grid. 

d. a minimized new minterm. 
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Logic Circuits

When you feel confident that you have mastered the material in

this study unit, complete the following examination. then submit

only your answers to the school for grading, using one of the

examination answer options described in your “test Materials”

envelope. Send your answers for this examination as soon as you

complete it. Do not wait until another examination is ready.

Questions 1–25: Select the one best answer to each question.

EXAMinAtiOn nuMBER

2709A2

Whichever method you use in submitting your exam

answers to the school, you must use the number above.

For the quickest test results, go to

http://www.pennfoster.edu
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4. From output to input in the digital gate stage shown here, logic is 

A. inverted. 

B. converted. 

C. buffered. 

d. chopped. 

5. Which one of the following address bytes will enable the memory chip shown here? 

A. 01011001 

B. 10100110 

C. 10011010 

d. 01100101 

6. The hexadecimal equivalent of decimal 1234 is 

A. 2D4. C. 0001 0010 0011 0100. 

B. 4D2. d. 0100 001!” 0010 0001. 

7. The binary number system best suits digital electronic applications because 

A. linear outputs are provided by digital circuits. 

B. linear inputs are used by digital circuits. 

C. digital logic involves only two states or conditions. 

d. there is no borrowing in the binary system. 

8. What is meant by a binary input pattern? 

A. A group of bits that show enabling logic for a gate’s input 

B. A pattern of bits that show inhibiting logic for a gate’s input 

C. A digital step pulse that activates a gate 

D. A cluster of not-circles at a gate’s inputs 

9. Which one of the following Boolean equations states that “Q proves true only when

every input value is true”? 

A. Q � A � B � C C. Q � A � B � C 

B. Q � A • B • C d. Q � A � B � C 
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10. The position value four places to the left in a binary number is 

A. decimal 1000. C. decimal 4. 

B. decimal 1111. d. decimal 8. 

11. Which of the following Boolean equations best describes a NOR function? 

A. Q � A • B C. Q � A � B

B. Q � A � B d. Q � A � B

12. Which one of the following Boolean equations states that Q is true when one—and only

one—input is true. 

A. A � A � B � C C. A � B � C 

B. Q � A • B • C d. Q � A � B � C 

13. In a circuit where true is logic 0 and false is logic 1, the logic is said to be ______ logic. 

A. positive C. three-state 

B. negative d. four-state 

14. Normally, in NEMA (National Electrical Manufacturers Association) logic schematics you

would assume that input logic 1 

A. closes NO contacts and open NC contacts. 

B. opens NO contacts and closes NC contacts. 

C. closes both NO and NC contacts. 

d. opens both NO and NC contacts. 

15. Given a true input, a false output is delivered by a(n) ______ circuit. 

A. OR C. buffer 

B. truth d. NOT 

16. In hexadecimal arithmetic, adding 8F to 80FF makes a sum of 

A. FF8E. C. 816F. 

B. FF8F. d. 818E. 

17. The T input of a flip-flop generally is fed a 

A. clock signal. C. data signal. 

B. terminating signal. d. negative logic signal. 

18. Which one of the following truth tables represents an exclusive-OR circuit? 

A. A     B     Q C. A     B     Q

0     0     0 0     0     1

0     1     1 1     1     1

1     0     1 0     0     0

1     1     0 0     1     1
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B. A     B     Q d. A     B     Q

0     0     1 0     0     0

0     1     1 1     0     0

1     0     1 0     0     1

1     1     1 1     0     1

19. The three primary concepts encompassed by combinational logic are OR, NOT, and 

A. AND. C. XOR. 

B. NAND. d. EOR. 

20. Which of the following binary numbers could be a binary coded decimal? 

A. 1000 C. 11011011 

B. 1011 d. 1100 1110 

21. How many NOT gates are needed to turn on a memory IC if the address 10000001 is

at the CE input of the chip? 

A. Two C. Eight 

B. Six d. Sixteen 

22. The base of a number system indicates the 

A. highest digit value in the system. 

B. number of digits in the system. 

C. value of its least significant digit. 

d. value of its most significant digit. 

23. You can convert binary numbers to octal notation by 

A. grouping bits by twos. C. prime number division. 

B. grouping bits by threes. d. modulo 8 division. 

24. What, besides a not-circle, indicates that a gate input is LOW-ACTIVE? 

A. A not-bar over the letter that labels the input 

B. A minus sign beside the letter that labels the input 

C. An inverting buffer connected at the output of the gate 

d. Cross-coupling between gate input and output 

25. Simplify the following function A
_
BCD � ABC

_
D � ABCD � A

_
BC

_
D. 

A. CA C. �

B. BD d. A
_
BCD � ABC

_
D � ABCD � A

_
BC

_
D
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1. The insulation formed on top of a slab of silicon substrate is 

A. silicon phosphorus. C. boron silicon. 

B. silicon dioxide. d. boron phosphorus. 

2. What is the pulse width (duration) of a 500-Hz digital signal

if the duty cycle is 20%? 

A. 0.2 msec C. 1.0 msec 

B. 0.4 msec d. 2.0 msec 

3. The highest value you can read on a 31/2-digit DMM is 

A. 9.99 C. 19.500 

B. 9.995 d. 19.99 

4. Increasing the value of resistors that are part of a logic

device helps qualify the device for what family classification? 

A. Low-power TTL C. High-threshold DTL 

B. High-threshold TTL d. High-threshold RTL 
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Logic Circuits

When you feel confident that you have mastered the material in

this study unit, complete the following examination. then submit

only your answers to the school for grading, using one of the

examination answer options described in your “test Materials”

envelope. Send your answers for this examination as soon as you

complete it. Do not wait until another examination is ready.

Questions 1–25: Select the one best answer to each question.

EXAMinAtiOn nuMBER

2709B

Whichever method you use in submitting your exam

answers to the school, you must use the number above.

For the quickest test results, go to

http://www.pennfoster.edu
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5. Another name for a MODULO 10 counter is a 

A. base 10 adder. C. decade decoder. 

B. decade counter. d. 1-of-10 decoder. 

6. In this diagram of a CMOS transistor pair, the N+and P+ cells are created by 

A. dielectric leakage. 

B. sputtering. 

C. diffusion. 

d. epitaxial growth. 

7. At what triggering source should you set an oscilloscope before you first turn it on? 

A. Automatic C. Channel A internal 

B. External d. Channel B internal 

8. A shift register moves bits 

A. rightward only. C. neither rightward nor leftward. 

B. leftward only. d. both rightward and leftward. 

9. What factor determines the maximum speed at which a logic gate can operate? 

A. Sharpness of the transfer curve knee 

B. Lower limit of the highest logic level 

C. Delay between input action and output reaction 

d. Value of Vcc supply voltage 

10. You’re viewing an oscilloscope display showing one pulse of a positive logic signal with

a duty cycle of 10%, using an external trigger and a � trigger slope. At the next circuit

node, a NOT gate has invetted the signal, and you can no longer see the pulse. How

can you bring it back on the screen? 

A. Reverse the scope input leads. 

B. Reverse the external trigger leads. 

C. Change the trigger to internal. 

d. Change the trigger to the-slope. 

11. Which of the following is used to convert binary patterns to proportional analog values? 

A. R-2R ladder C. ADC IC chip 

B. D-type flip-flop d. RST latch 
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12. The 50-mV waveform in this photograph, taken at the OUTPUT of the d-c regulator of a

5-V supply, indicates that 

A. an output line has opened. 

B. a d-e supply capacitor has opened. 

C. the voltage regulator has shorted. 

d. a rectifier diode has shorted. 

13. The diagram below uses the gates in a 7400 IC to latch logic pulses for test purposes. 

What type of flip-flop do these gates form? 

A. R-S C. D-T

B. RST d. J-K

14. A data stream is a form of 

A. combinational logic C. analog-to-digital conversion. 

B. sequential logic d. digital-to-analog conversion. 

15. What instrument will you use to display glitch pulses that occur rarely and only for an

instant? 

A. Triggered oscilloscope C. Logic pulse 

B. Storage oscilloscope d. Logic probe 
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16. The process of converting a decimal number to binary is one type of 

A. encoding. C. binary addition. 

B. decoding. d. binary subtraction. 

17. If a green LED indicates logic 0 on a probe and a red LED indicates logic 1, what

 happens when the probe senses a logic stream with a duty cycle of 80%? 

A. Red LED glows brighter. 

B. Green LED glows brighter. 

C. Brightness is the same for both LEDs. 

d. Both LEDs remain dark. 

18. What is the frequency of a digital logic signal with a repetition time of 2.5 msec and a

duty cycle of 25%? 

A. 40Hz C. 400Hz 

B. 312Hz d. 625Hz 

19. One way to test a flip-flop is by using a strapping/pulsing technique. Which of the fol-

lowing makes a J-K toggle its Q and Q-not outputs? 

A. J and K high, pulse at T C. J low, K high, pulse at T 

B. J and K low, pulse at T d. J high, K low, pulse at T 

20. Of the following logic devices, which one draws the least current per gate from a

power supply? 

A. DTL C. NMOS 

B. RTL d. CML 

21. What maximum percentage of a-cripple is usually acceptable at the input to a d-c

 voltage regulator (not counting extra-sensitive computer systems)? 

A. 0.01% C. 1% 

B. 0.1% d. 10% 

22. In making an NPN bipolar transistor, the first diffusion into the substrate fonns 

A. a P cell. C. the emitter. 

B. an N cell. d. the base. 

23. You can identify undefined, or ambiguous, logic levels by using an oscilloscope, EXCEPT

in circuits using 

A. TTL. C. ECL. 

B. RTL. d. CMOS. 
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24. Typical noise margin for a TTL digital device is 

A. 0.2 V. C. 1.0 V. 

B. 0.5 V. d. 5.0 V. 

25. What kind of logic circuit is usually symbolized by a NAND gate with a hysteresis

 symbol inside? 

A. Synchronous counter C. McPherson ramp 

B. Asynchronous counter d. Schmitt trigger 
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